CSXT 8100 Changes – April 27, 2017

5.5.4 - Holding of Trains (currently Holding of Equipment)

- New Language and Price: “When Unit Trains are held other than for CSXT’s convenience, we may assess the responsible customer a minimum charge of $9,000 per Unit Train held per Day.”
  - Currently Reads: “When CSXT’s locomotives or unit trains are held other than for CSXT’s convenience, CSXT may assess the responsible customer a charge of $1,800 per locomotive per day.”

9.4 – Glossary (****New Definition)

- “Unit Train – any block of at least sixty railcars, for which CSXT’s line-haul service is scheduled through the Unit Train Management System. Empty railcar sets routed to a scheduled reservation in the Unit Train Management System are also Unit Trains.”